Fairy and authentic Bukhara
two days trip

Subject: Cultural and educational tour in Bukhara
Duration: 2 days tour
Meals: Lunch (optional)
Age restrictions: None

1st Day

08:00-09:00: Transfer to the railway station.
High speed train at 9:44. Arrive at Bukhara at 11:25 (you will be met by professional guide with comfortable car).
Drive to the old city and start sightseeing:

**Citadel – Ark, Bolo Khavuz mosque.**
The earliest architecture in Central Asia – Ismail Samani mausoleum.
**Chashma Ayub** – water reservoir museum.
Festival of silk and spices under the trading domes of the XVI century.

14:00-15:00: Lunch in traditional restaurant close to the old city (optional).

15:00: **Miri – Arab** (Cambridge of Bukhara in religious world).

Kosh Madrassah. Jewish streets of the XVII centuries.
Visit traditional workshops and schools of ancient craft.
Dinner next to your hotel (optional).

17:00-17:30: Back to B&B hotel.
1. The minimum number of participants for an individual rate is 2 people; (if 1 person, must pay 250$)
2. Excursions will be held every day in English or Russian;
3. Excursions in other languages are carried out on an individual request:
4. The tour in English and Russian is guaranteed with confirmation at least 12 hours in advance;
5. An excursion in other languages is guaranteed upon confirmation at least 20 hours in advance.

Includes:
- transport/driver services according to the excursion program;
- services of a certified Russian-speaking/English-speaking local guide;
- entrance tickets according to the program;
- train tickets to/from the cities 2 directions;
- accommodation with breakfast 1 night in B&B hotel;
- water 1 bottle/day.

Rate 2023 in USA Dollars per pax

Group price/per pax/min 10 pax – $ 120
Group price/per pax/min 6 pax – $ 140
Group price/per pax/min 4 pax – $ 155
Individual price/per person/min 2 pax – $ 175

Doesn’t include:
- camera fees;
- additional personal expenses;
- meals: lunch / dinner.

Contact numbers:
+ 998 91 031-02-80
+ 998 90 655-62-61
+ 998 90 809-26-01

Address:
Samarkand city, Samarkand touristic center, OFFICE # 10 in front of Regency hotel

2nd Day

Breakfast in the hotel.

09:00: Tour outside of Bukhara:
- Emir’s Summer Residence Sitorai Mokhi-Khosa (19th c.).
- Chor Minor (19th c.).
- Khodja Bakhovuddin sufi complex.

13:30: Lunch (optional).

14:45: Drive to the railway station to take bulk train to Samarkand or Tashkent (depends on your flight). Transfer to the hotel.